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?: (ternary) operator – 36
~ (concatenation) operator – 34
align attribute – 58
arguments command line – 3
arguments function see function parameters
array concatenation – 34
array copying – 33
array slicing – 4, 33
arrays associative – 30
arrays dynamic – 28
arrays lifetime – 90
arrays properties – 4, 28
arrays static – 26
auto keyword – 13, 82
automatic type inference – 13
automatic variable instantiation – 12
bag (data structure) – 176
Bud – 9
Cerr() function (tango) – 138
Cin() function (tango) – 139
class properties – 72
classes – 61-80
classes abstract – 74
classes anonymous – 71
classes inheritance – 64, 65
classes instantiation – 62
classes nested – 70, 71
classes overloading methods – 67
classes overriding methods – 67, 68
classes polymorphism – 65, 66
Compile-Time Function Evaluation (CTFE) – 114-115
conversion (tango) – 124-129
conversion dates (tango) – 128
conversion floating-point (tango) – 127
conversion integer (tango) – 125
conversion string (tango) – 125
Cout() function (tango) – 138
covariant return types – 68
CTFE (Compile-Time Function Evaluation) – 114-115
declaration – 12
delegate – 93-94
delegates lifetime – 93
delete keyword – 96
directory – 30
DSSS – 9
covariant return types
entry point see main() function
expression – 16
fibers – 175
final method – 69
for loops – 39
foreach loops – 4, 41
function – 44
function parameters – 45
goto statement – 43
hashtable – 30
identifier – 12
if statement – 35
if static – 111
if template - 110
import – 2, 5, 53, 54, 55
import renaming – 54
import selective – 54
import static – 55
initialization – 12
initialization structures – 59, 60
interface – 72, 73
invariants – 57, 63
is expression – 112
Jake – 10
lazy expression – 95
license – 9
lifetime arrays – 90
lifetime delegates – 93
lifetime modules – 84, 89
lifetime scope – 82
logging – 183-187
loops for – 39
loops foreach – 4, 41
loops template – 113
loops while – 40
main() function – 2
maps (data structure) – 182, 183
meta programming see template meta programming
modules – 4, 52, 84-89
  modules lifetime – 84, 89
operators concatenation (~) - 34
operators opCall() – 79
operators opIn() – 80
operators opIndex() – 79
operators opIndexAssign() – 79
operators opSlice() – 80
operators opSliceAssign() – 80
operators overloading – 74-80
operators overloading binary – 76-78
operators overloading special – 79-80
operators overloading unary – 75
operators ternary (?:) - 36
overloading methods – 67
package – 5, 6 52, 67
pointer – 25, 81
pointer  type – 25, 81
polymorphism – 65, 66
print() function see Stdout() see also string formatting
private – 6, 66
properties array – 4, 28
properties array associative – 31
properties class – 72
properties floating point – 23
properties integral – 21
properties universal – 18
protected – 6, 67
Rebuild – 9
reference type see also storage class ref – 81
sc.ini – 8
scope – 14, 82-84, 96
scope lifetime – 82
scope statement – 49
sequence (data structure) – 180
sets (data structure) – 178
socket – 151
static arrays – 26
static constructors – 84
static keyword – 83
statically typed – 12
Stderr() function (tango) – 140
Stdout() function – 2, 4(tango), 140
storage class – 13, 82
storage class in – 45
storage class out – 45
storage class ref – 45
streams (tango) – 117, 137, 143-149, 151
streams files (tango) – 144-149
streams network – 151-156
string conversion (tango) – 125
string formatting numbers (tango) – 133, 134
string formatting (tango) – 129-132, 140
string formatting date/time (tango) – 134-136
string modifying (tango) – 118, 122
string searching (tango) – 119
string selection (tango) – 123
string splitting (tango) – 120
strings – 30
structures – 56, 57
structures  initialization – 59, 60
switch  statement – 37
TCP/IP – 151, 152, 155
template  if – 110 also see if static
templates – 99-116
templates  function – 104-106
templates  looping – 113
templates  meta programming – 107
templates  type – 101-103
templates  value parameters – 108
ternary  operator – 36
threads  see also fibers 172
try  catch see exceptions
typeof property – 25
types – 17
types  character – 24
types  floating-point – 21
types  integral – 20
types  pointer – 25, 81
types  reference see also storage class ref – 81
types  value – 81
UDP – 153
unions – 56, 58
unittests – 56
visibility – 5, 66
visibility package – 5, 6 52, 67
visibility private – 6, 66
visibility protected – 6, 67
while  loops – 40